An automated statistical pattern recognition is presented that uses visible and IR satellite imagery to estimate instantaneous surface rainfall rates. The technique uses both brightness and textural statistics to estimate rainfall in 10 X 10 pixel arrays of satellite data. Each array is centered over one of 137 Service A weather stations scattered over southeastern United States. Surface reports from these stations obtained during a 30 day period in August of 1979 were used to ground truth the technique. The technique produced rain rate estimates for four classes: none, light, moderate and heavy. Cross-validation results of these estimates yielded an overall error rate of 45% when both visible and IR data were used. By combining the moderate and heavy rain classes into a single class, moderate/heavy, the overall error rate for the rain rate estimates dropped to 35% using both visible and IR data, 36% using visible data alone, and 42% using IR data alone. It was concluded that the visible and IR pattern recognition technique could be used successfully to estimate instantaneous rainfall in three classes: none, light, moderate/heavy. In addition, during the night and during hours of low sun altitude, IR data could be used but .with a decrease in accuracy.
Rain Estimation from Infrared and Visible GOES Satellite Data
Introduction
For decades satellite imagery has been used qualitatively to study rainfall weather patterns. More recently, satellite data have been used to make quantitative rainfall estimates.
The great advantage of using satellite data for rainfall estimation is that satellite coverage is continuous over most regions of the earth. Thus, satellite data can be used to estimate rainfall in areas which are difficult or expensive to monitor by conventional surface weather stations and/or weather radar.
A variety of rainfall estimation techniques. have been developed in order, to fulfill different needs.St,>IIleof the more common rainfaUestimation techniques include: 1) Cloud life-history techniques --appropriate for severe storm forecasting and meteorological research (Scofield and Oliver, 1977) .
2) Threshold techniques --appropriate for estimating daily rainfall in similar climatological regions (Negri er at, 1984) or for obtaining monthly rainfall over large regions of the globe (Arkin, 1983) .
3)Cloudindexingtechniques··--appropriate for estimating· rainfall in regions of agricultural interest or for use in water resource and stream flow prediction (see Barrett and Martin, 1981) . 4) Pattern recognition techniques --appropriate for delineating regions of rainfall within a cloud mass and for estimating instantaneous rainfall rates (Lovejoy Al.lstin. 1979; Tsonis and Isaac, 1985) .
See Atlas and Thiele (1981) or Barrett and Martin (1981) for an earlier review of these techniques.
There is a need to continue to develop techniques which use satellite data to delineate regions of rain within cloudy areas and also determine instantaneous rainfall rate within these areas. These. techniques should be able to analyze synoptic size regions in near real-time for use in operational weather analysis and "nowcasting". Techniques with similar objectives have been developed for operational use by the McGill University for analyzing rain probability over an area of approximately 2000 X 1500 km 2 near Montreal, Canada (Austin and Bellon, 1982) , and by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) for analyzing rain probability over a region extending from Michigan to Nova Scotia and from Maine to North Carolina (Muench and Keegan, 1979) . These initial operational rainfall estimation techniques rely on simple pattern recognition techniques utilizing only mean visible and IRbrightness values to make rainfall predictions. 1110re isophistica.ted research orientated pattern recognition technique has been developed by Tsonis and: Isaac (1985) . Tsonis and Isaac employ a clustering technique to specify raining clouds over an area covered by the Ontario, Canada, weather radar. Their results indicated that the clustering scheme showed good skill in delieating rain areas in the midlatitudes. Pattern recognition techniques employing supervised clustering to specify rainfall rate may prove very useful in the future; however, it the authors' opinion that these clustering techniques are not.sufficiently developed to be applied operatio llally. Some of the difficulties in developing objective clustering techniques are described by Seze and Desbois (1987) , who employ a clustering scheme to map cloud cover from satellite data.
Operationally-orientated pattern recognition techniques using both brightness and textural statistics have been employed in case studies over areas coyered by the Galveston, TX weather radar (Lee et al., 1985 and Wu et at, 1985) and the Slidell, LA, and Daytona Beach, FL, weather radars (Wu et at, 1985 Fig. I ). These reports serve as ground truth to collocated Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) data obtained during a 30 day period in August 1979. The data represent a realistic operational set over a broad geographical area. In contrast, the pattern recognition techniques used at Galveston.
Daytona and Slidell have relied on radar for ground truth. The use of radar data restricted the scope of these studies to areas located within the weather radar scan.
The pattern recognition technique presented in the current study is based on linear and non-linear discriminant analysis of GOES satellite data. The algorithm used classifies rainfall into either one of four classes: no rain, light rain, moderate rain or heavy rain, or three classes no rain, light rain, or moderate/heavy rain. The algorithm uses both first and second image staJtist,lCS.
textural statistics (i.e., the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis). The second order image statistics consist of lag-I to lag-4 spatial autocorrelations (see Section 3 for a definition of spatial autocorrelations). In addition, a supplemental statistic, local time, is included in the analysis. The use of both first and second order statistics should improve the ability of GOES visible and infrared (IR) data to detect summer rainfall rates.
In section 2 the data are described. The first and second order statistics used in the discriminant analysis are explained in section 3. In section 4, discriminant analysis is reviewed, the performance statistics are. defined, . and methods used to obtain data for deriving the performance statistics are described. In section 5, the relationship of the discriminant coordinates to the different rainfall categories is displayed. Next, the importance of the different satellite statistics on the discriminant scores is. discussed.
Following this, the results of the study are presented. Also given are the standard errors for . the performance statistics. Next a comparison to other similar studies is made. Lastly, conclusions are presented in section 6.
Data
The km at the equator, respectively. The intensity range of the visible pixels is 0-63 counts and that of the IR pixels is 0-255 counts. In the preprocessing stage, IR pixels are duplicated in the along scan direction so that the apoarent res()IlJlt1(),n sampled so that the apparent resolution is equivalent to that of the IR pixels. In addition, the visible pixels are multiplied by four in order to have a similar dynamic range as the IR pixels. The resulting nominal resolution for the 10 X 10 pixel arrays is approximately 80 e km X 80 km at the equator (113 km X 113 km at 45 N). The IR counts, C(IR), are converted to equivalent brightness temperatures (Ensor, 1978) using the formula:
Visible counts, C(VIS), are converted to an albedo, then normalized by the solar zenith angle (Z) using the following formula:
The dependent data consist of Service A weather reports of precipitation. The surface data have several classifications for precipitation: L,R-,RW-,R,RW,R+,RW+. There is no classification for no rain. The above classifications are combined to four categories: no rain if there is no precipitation or drizzel (L), light rain (R-or RW-), moderate rain (R or RW), and heavy rain (R+ or RW+). The surface data include an indicator for thunderstorm activity when thunder was heard at the station. Only records with no thunderstorm activity are included in the no rain category. In addition to the satellite and NWS data, local time is included in the analysis.
The hourly observations are usually taken approximately 5 minutes before the hour.
The GOES data cover the United States approximately 5 to 8 minutes after the hour.
Although there is a time difference between the surface and satellite observations, the precipitating clouds would usually not move out of the area covered by a 10 X 10 array in this small time interval. The remaining available data for analysis consist of 9751 records. Computing resources limited the analysis to a sub-sample of 2,000 of these records. All the Light (459),
Moderate (141) and Heavy (29) rain records are used; however, only a random sample of 1,371 broken or overcast skies with no rain records are included in the analysis.
First and Second Order Statistics
In this study linear and non-linear discriminant analysis is performed using both image and supplemental statistics. Image statistics are. obtained. from the data available in the 10 X 10 visible and IR pixel arrays. Supplemental statistics are obtained using information external to the image data.
Local time was the only supplemental statistic included in this analysis. Other supplemental statistics were considered. For instance, Fig. 1 showed that the percentage of rain cases at each station varies greatly depending on location, e.g., coastal areas have more rain than inland areas. It might make sense to include a supplemental statistic with this kind of information; nevertheless, it was decided that it would be better not to do so since by building in "local intelligence" the classification rule could not be applied to data gathered a classification scheme less dependent on satellite data. and thus. less applicable to regions outside the training area.
This analysis uses both first and second order statistics. First order refers to statistics derived from the marginal distribution of pixel values, while second order are those based on the joint distribution of pairs of pixel values (Pratt, 1978) . First order image statistics used include the sample mean (p), standard deviation (0'), coefficient of skewness ("11), and coefficient of kurtosis ("12) for the collection of pixel values in each 10 X 10 array. Second order image statistics used include spatial autocorrelatioas, referred to hereafter as spatial correlations. The .choice·of these image statistics was prompted, in part, by the work of Wagner et at (1986) who used similar statistics with good success to analyze speckle texture in diagnostic ultrasound. The decision to use lOX 10 pixel arrays rather than smaller arrays was based on the work of Paul (1983) . In an exploratory study, Paul used the same data set • presented in this study to examine the relationship of the image statistics to Service A rain reports. Paul found that the ability of the mean and standard deviation statistics to separate rainanq. no rain classes appeared to be independent ofithe array size chosen, given arrays of either 10 X 10, 8 X 8, 6 X 6, or 4 X 4 pixels. respectively. The 10 X 10 arrays are chosen in the current study because image statistics derived from the larger arrays have more degrees of freedom than the image statistics derived from smaller arrays.
To comptl.tespa~ial correlations a neighborhood structure must be defined (Cliff and Ord, 1981) . In our definition two pixels are lag-} neighbors if they have an edge in common. Thus pixels lying in the interior of the array will have four lag-l neighbors whereas edge pixels will have either three or two (corner pixels) lag-] neighbors. Two pixels are lag-2 neighbors if they have a lag-l neighbor in common. Two pixels are lag-3 neighbors if a lag-I neighbor of one pixel has in common a lag-2 neighbor with the other pixel; finally, two pixels are lag-4 neighbors if there is a Iag-L, -2. or -3, neighbor of one pixel which has a lag-3. -2, or -I neighbor of the second in common.
lag-2 neighbor pixels is shown in Fig. 2 . Using the above definition of the neighborhood structure, the first four spatial correlations are computed as Each of the textural statistics give a different clue as to the target type observed by the GOES sensor. The standard deviation is an often used statistic for quantifying target roughness or contrast in pixel values from a measurement window or array of pixels (Harris and Barrett, 1978) . It should be noted that the relative size of the standard deviation may change from channel to channel. For instance, Seze and Desbois (1987) found that for cirrus clouds the variance. i.e., the square root of the standard deviation. in 3 x 3 pixel arrays is relatively low for visible measurements
IR
The skewness differs from the standard deviation as it gives an indication of the direction of the symmetry of the pixel value distribution. As an example, consider the case when the majority of pixels in an array are from low level warm cloud pixels with only a few high level cold cloud pixels. Here the skewness would be negative since the few cold pixels "skew" the distribution of pixels to the left. Kurtosis gives a measure of the flatness of the pixel distribution. For a normal distribution, kurtosis is equal to three. With a low kurtosis,
i.e., a value less than three, we might expect the pixels arrays to contain many different groups of clouds or a mixture of. clouds and clear skies, creating a distribu,tion of pixel values which is flatter than a normal distribution. In .contrast, . : with a homogeneous cloud type, the distribution of pixel values should appear more peaked, resulting in much higher kurtosis values.
The spatial correlation statistics may be used to indicate the degree of cloud organization. The spatial correlation differs from other textural statistics discussed here in that all lag correlation values are normalized by dividing by the array standard deviation.
ThUS, in the case of stratus clouds, the lag correlations will be sensitive to small changes in pixel values. This is because each lag correlation will be divided by a relatively small standard deviation, as compared to a situation where large array standard deviations exist, e.g., when cumulus clouds prevail.
The distributions of image statistics as a function of rain class (i.e., no rain, light, moderate and heavy rain) are presented in Fig. 3 , which shows boxplots (Graedel and Kleiner, 1985) differences between the rain and no rain records that might be used to distinguish rain rates.
Discriminant Analysis and Classification
Discriminant analysis is used with the image statistics and surface data to produce rainfall classification rules for the satellite data. In theory discriminant analysis is used to develop a rule for classifying an event into one of K groups on the basis of pmeasured variables using a training sample with n records: Hand (1981) or Morrison (1967) . The slmplest and most commonly used method is Fisher's linear discriminant analysis (Morrison. 1967 So that-the linear discriminant scores, ddXi} In general discriminant analysis produces linear score
with the property that the first coordinate or score vector optimally separates groups unconditionally, the second coordinate optimally separates groups subject to the constraint • that the discriminant coefficients are orthogonal to the coefficients determining the first coordinate and so on. The idea is that by plotting the data in discriminant coordinates (i.e., plotting the. score vectors) one sees maxim.alsep~ration between the various groups.
Q. Classification
Once a discriminant analysis has been carried out classification rules quickly suggest themselves. A simple and intuitive rule is to classify a new observation, x, on the basis of its distance to the different groups in discriminant space. The most commonly used distance is the Mahalanobis distance. The Mahalanobis distance, D, of x to the l'th group is -t -I -
where d(x) is the discriminant score for x, d l is the mean discriminant score for the l'th group and W is the within group covariance matrix of the scores (the orthogonality constraints imply that W is a diagonal matrix). In the case that there are two groups of equal sizes the minimum Mahalanobis distance rule is a maximum likelihood classifier under Gaussian assumptions (Morrison, 1967) . It is possible to adjust the distance criterion to take into account prior information and unequal costs associated with mlsclassification, This leads to Bayesian classification rules (Morrison, 1967) ; however, in this analysis uniform prior probabilites and equal cost associated with misclassiflcation are assumed. Thus, the prior probability of each of the no rain/rain classes, assuming four classes, is 25%, and the cost of misclassifying a rain event as no rain is, the same as classifying a no rain event as rain.
Uniform prior probabilities are assumed throughout this analysis. In practice, prior probabilities could be estimated from either the observed proportions in the training sample or characteristic meteorological conditions of a particular region (i.e., climate). The approach of assuming uniform priors used here allows the results of this study to' be compared directly to other methods that also assume uniform prior probabilities.
b. Assessment of Performance
A number of statistics have been proposed to measure the performance of a rain classification rule (Tsonis and Isaac, 1985) . These include the probability of detection (POD), the false alarm ratio (FAR) and the percent error (f). Let Y denote the true class membership of a new observation and let C(x) be the classification obtained by a particular classification rule based on x. The POD measure for class k is
i.e., the probability that the rule detects the true class. The overall error rate for the rule is
where P [Y=k] is the prior probability that Y will be in class k,
When the prior probabilities are estimated by. the observed proportions in the training sample the overall error rate reduces to the percent error (f) (see e.g, Tsonis and Isaac, 1985) . Unfortunately, the percent error tends to be dominated by the largest group in the training sample. Assuming uniform prior probabilities, the overall error rate reduces to
False alarm rates (FAR) for different classes are also of interest. If we focus on a single class k (such as light rain) and consider the false alarm rate for that class. This is defined as
FAR(k) = P[C(x)=k. Y:;.kl + P[C(x):;'k. Y=kl
Again assuming uniform prior probabilities this becomes .5 (4.7)
All of these measures are used to evaluate the performance of classification rules from satellite data.
c. Estimation of Misclassification Rates: Cross-Validation
The performance of the classification rule is evaluated by obtaining estimates of the misclassifieatien statistics: POD, FAR and the overall.error rate, Estimates may be obtained by applying the classification rule to the training sample and evaluating the proportion of group k records which are improperly assigned to group j. These are resubstitution estimates. Unfortunately, in small samples resubstltution estimates have a tendency to give an overly optimistic view of what the classification rule's performance would-be with new data. This problem arises because the same training data is used both to compute the classification rule and to evaluate its performance. An alterna,tive.approach is to use a crossvalidation (or U-method) method to obtain estimates of the misclassification statistics (Morrison, 1967) . In cross-validation, part of the training sample is set aside or held-out and, after the classification rule has been estimated from the remainder of the training sample, its performance is assessed on the held-out sample. Repeated application of crossvalidation over the held out data sets yields a set of individual misclassification estimates.
The final misclassification estimate is the mean of these individual estimates; the standard deviation of the set of misclassification estimates is used to obtain the standard error of the final misclassification. Cross-validation is used to obtain estimates of the misclassification rates that would experienced in an independent or verification data set. Both resubstitution and cross-validation estimates are illustrated in the next section.
Classification Results
Linear and non-linear discriminant analyses were carried out using the first and second order image statistics from the visible and IR data together with local time. The discriminant analysis reduces the dimensionality of the problem from 17 predictor variables (eight visible, eight IR and local time) to three discriminant vectors or coordinates.
Boxplots of the three linear and non-linear discriminant scores, from Eqs, (4.1) and (4.2) are given in Fig. 4 . As can been seen from the plots the first discriminant coordinate achieves the best separation between the no rain and rain categories. The second discriminant coordinate distinguishes light and moderate rain from heavy and no rain, while the third distinguishes light and heavy rain from medium rain and no rain. The non-linear discriminant-scores show slightly greater separation. particularly on the second discriminant coordinate. than do the linear discriminant scores for the four class problem. angle is sufficient to remove .the rainfall dependenqeon thetiIIle variable; thus. the Jack of tim~dep~ndenceonthe.discriminant scores is a desirable feature.
The transformation plots showed that the most influential statistic was the mean followed by the standard deviation, for both the visible and IR statistics. The transformation plots also showed that for a given textural$tatistic. vj$ibl~transformation scores were usually larger than IR transformation scores. Lastly. the transformations showed that the non-linear transformation scores produce only slightly better separation than the linear scores for the second and third discriminant coordinates.
a. Classijicationand Misclassijicalion Rate Estimation
A simple classification rule based on the discriminant scores was applied to the 10 X 10 arrays. This rule classifies the satellite data as either, no rain, light rain, moderate rain, or heavy rain, using the Mahalanobis distance criterion in the discriminant space.
Resubstitution estimates of the percent misclassified are given in Table 1 .
The POD values for the various rain categories are on the diagonal of the table. For example, POD for heavy rain using non-linear discriminant analysis is 78%. The FAR for rain, from Eq, (4.8), and the overall error rate, from Eq. (4.6), are also given in Table l .
The non-linear method appea.rs to perform somewhat better than the linear. method, as indicated pyJower.erro.rra~~s andFARs. The FAR is small for the both the linear and non-linear analysis, but the overall error rate appears high. These statistics, however, can be misleading since they do not take into consideration the direction of a misclassification. For example, the error rate does not take into account whether rain was misclassif'ied as . moderate rain when in fact heavy rain was observed (only one class apart) or when no rain was observed (three classes apart).
Cr,oss-vali,da1:ed misclassification estimates are obtained as follows: The data are split up into 7 distinct sets with each set containing the same number of cases in each of the four rain categories, Le., 142. no rain cases, 65 light rain cases, 20 moderate rain cases and 4 heavy rain cases. Ea~ll of the seven sets is held-out in tum and the discriminant analysis is carried out on the remaining six seventh's of the data. The minimum distance classification rule is applied to the held-out sample and the misclassification results are recorded. The combined misclassification results for all the seven sets are given in Table 2 .
The cross-validated overall error rate for the non-linear method is considerably "'''''''JO''' than the resubstitution overall error rate. Most surprisingly is the switch between linear and non-linear overall error rates. The overall error rate for the non-linear method is now larger than for the linear method.· The cross-validated FAR assessments are close to those Table I . Bias in the estimates clearly on the class size.
Many of the individual cross-validation misclassification estimates are higher than in Table   I , most notably in the classes with few observations (moderate and heavy rain).
Classification based on the non-linear discriminant coordinates results in improvements only in the classification of light rain cases. Standard errors of the misclassification estimates are given in Table 3 (see section 4c).
The error rates are expected to increase for the cross-validation results since crossvalidation simulates the result that would be obtained by using an independent data set to test a classification rule. Because the classification technique being to work on new, independent data, only cross-validation resultsiwill be presented in further analysis.
The results of Table 2 showed that the linear analysis produces higher accuracies than the non-linear analysis, when cross-validated scores are compared. Therefore, because the linear discriminant technique is computationally faster and performs as w.ell or better than the non-linear discriminant technique, only the linear technique will be described in further analysis.
The previous tables all indica.te POD's above 70% for no rain identification, but POD's for correctly identifying the other rain classes. light. moderate and heavy, are usually below 50%. It appears that the data lacks the ability to discriminant three rainfall rate categories with a high degree of accuracy. The difficulty in specifying rainfall rate with visible and IR data has been discussed by Lovejoy and Austin (l979) . In an attempt to improve the accuracy, the moderate and heavy rainfall categories were combined into a new class moderate/heavy. Table 4 shows the result of the linear discriminant analysis performed on the three remaining rain rate categories. The linear discriminant analysis now
shows an overall error rate of only 34%, a drop of 16% from the overall error rate found in the four class problem. At the same time, the FAR is increased only 2% from the four class problem. up to 17%.
The analysis was repeated for visible and IR data separately using the linear discriminant classification rules. This analysis examines the reliability of using only IR data, such as would be necessary during the night hours or in the high latitudes during the winter. The results are reported in Table 5 . Classification based on visible data shows an error rate of 36%, and classification based on IR data shows an error rate of 42%. These error rates indicate that the visible data gives more information on rainfall rate than the IR data, and much of the information from the two satellite channels is highly redundant (i.e., highly correlated).
The error statistics reported above can be compared to the previously reported studies. Caution should be used when comparing the error statistics to other studies because the ground truth used in this study was Service A surface reports, while in the others, radar served as ground truth. In addition, the methods used to obtain prior probabilities also vary between studies. The comparisons show (I) the relative accuracies of the discriminant analysis techniques, and (2) the relative accuracies in using alternatively, visible only, IR only, and visibleandIR data combined, in rainf~lestimation techniques. For example, Wu et al. (1985) used discriminant analysis on visible and IR derived brightness and textural statistics to estimate instantaneous rainfall rates over regions of approximately 230 km 2 centered over Galveston, TX, Slidell, LA, and Daytona, FL. Their study used, as previously mentioned, weather radar as ground truth in estimating rainfall rates. Their technique estimated no rain, light and moderate/heavy classes with an overall error rate of 30% when using both visible and IR data. This error rate increased to -35% when considering only IR data. Their overall error rate was duplicated by Lee et al, (1985) who used a different set of satellite derived statisltics weather radar region.
to estimate instantaneous rainfall rates over the Galveston, TX, Only recientJly than two rainfall categories. The majority of studies have concentrated on the simpler problem of distinguishing between cases of rain or no rain (e.g., Tsonis and Isaac, 1985) . In order that other researchers can compare their results to the current study, Table 6 was formed. This table presents the results of using the linear discriminant analysis to specify either rain or no rain. Table 6 shows that using either visible or IR data, or both visible and IR data, the linear analysis specifies rain and no rain with an overall error rate of 19% and a false alarm rate also of 19%.
Conclusions
The current study has shown that Service A weather reports can be used for ground truthing a pattern recognition technique that estimates instantaneous surface rainfall from geostationary satellite data. The pattern recognition technique uses linear and non-linear discriminant analysis to classify lOx 10 pixel arrays (-113 km 2 in area) of GOES imagery into either a no rain or rain rate category. Using both brightness and textural statistics, arrays of satellite data from cloud-covered are~were separated into no rain,/lightrain, and moderate/heavy rain classes with an overall error rate of 35% using both visible and IR images, 36% using visible images alone; and 42% using IR images alone. A more precise classification of rainfall was attempted by separating the moderate/heavy class into two classes: moderate or heavy rain. The overall error rate for the four class problli!tnincreased to 45% for the linear discriminant analysis (51% for the non-linear discriminant analysis).
There was, however, a slight decrease in FAR values of approximately 3%, achieved by using the four class separation rule. Thus, the separation of rainfall into more than three rainfall rates or classes resulted in higher overall error rates, with only a small improvement in FAR values.
It was concluded and IR pattern recognition could be used to separate no rain, light and moderate/heavy rain, during the daylight hours, while the monospectral or IR pattern recognition technique could be used to estimate rainfall during the night or during hours of low sun angle, with only a small loss in accuracy.
The classification technique presented here was developed using Service A warm season weather data from a broad geographical area (Fig. 1) Table List   Table I . Resubstitution estimates of the percent misclassified using both linear and non-linear discriminant analysis. Values are rounded to nearest percent and represent the percentage of row categories (observed rainfall rate) assigned to the column categories (estimated rainfall rate). Table 2 . Cross-validation estimates of. the percent miscl~sified using both linear and non-linear discriminaat analysis. ... 
